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R196
Meadow violet

Trend colors of

2022 FALL-WINTER
MEADOW VIOLET AND
AMAZON SHADE NOVELTIES
MEADOW VIOLET
There are countless shades of purple, from dark aubergine to bluish purple.
You can find both vivid and light shades such as violet, viola, cyclamen or
lavender. This color represents femininity, grace and elegance. The purple
color is special because it is a mixture of warm and cold shades, it has also
warm and cold properties. It looks nice in combination with yellow.

NEW!
3S175 Meadow
Violet 3 STEP
CrystaLac

NEW!
NEW!
R196 Meadow Flash Grape Sens
Violet Royal Gel Flash 3G ‘Polish’

AMAZON
Would you like to evoke the exciting colors of the rainforest on your
guest’s nails? Green is a symbol of harmony, peace, vitality and nature.
Perfectly matches with other colors. Combined with pastel shades it’s
fresh, with gray it’s more classy.
NEW!
3S176
Amazon
3 STEP CrystaLac
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NEW!
R197
Amazon
Royal Gel

NEW!
Flash Emerald
Sens Flash 3G
‘Polish’

2022 Fall-Winter Novelties

3S176 3 STEP
CrystaLac
Amazon

Sens FLASH
3G ‘Polish’
Flash Emerald

3S175 3 STEP
CrystaLac Meadow
violet

R197 Amazon

Sens FLASH 3G
‘Polish’ Flash
Grape
ŐSZ-TÉL 2022

Cover Photo
Nails by Dóra (Dorci) Doviscsák were made
with the new Xtreme Superior Builder Gel Milky
Rose, 3S176, 3S175 3 STEP CrystaLac shades, gold
transferfoil and Nova Crystals.
Photo: Doron Ritter
Model: Viktória Kanczler

SEN S N OV ELT IE S!

Make Up Top Gel
NEW! MAKE UP TOP GEL
We created this collection in shades of natural effect makeup palettes.
The Sens Make Up Top Gels are colored top gels with stronger
pigmentation than the Milky Top Gels. A milky white, a nice pink and a
soft nude color are available in this product family. Its beautiful shade
will complete after applying the last layer. For a natural effect apply it
on a transparent base. French nails can also be thinly covered with it to
achieve a natural effect. Apply over any light color to slightly modify the
shade. After curing the non-fixing material is shiny, so additional layers
are not needed. Dissolvable.
Curing time: 2-3 minutes in UV, 1-2 minutes in LED.
New!
White

4ml –

New!
Rose

New!
Nude

Golden Flake
Base&Builder Gel

NEW! SENS GOLDEN FLAKE BASE&BUILDER GEL
A special, milky shade base and builder gel with brush containing rosegold flakes, in 3 shades: white, mint, and
pink. You can create a C-curve as well as a small nail extension or nail strengthening. We recommend to apply
on a clear base layer, which increases the adhesion, so you can achieve even more durable wear with it. In case
of filling / removing material, it is enough to file the gel to the clear base layer, then you can change the set to
another colored base. Curing time in UV lamp 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.
10ml –

“The builder gel texture allows a thicker construction
achieving a beautiful layered effect, the rosegold flakes
positioned deeper are more pale, while which are closer
to the surface shine brighter.”
Barbara Újvári, Sens Ambassador
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New!
White

New!
Mint

New!
Rose

2022
2022Nyár
Fall-Winter
Extra újdonságok
Novelties

SEN S N OV ELT IE S!
Elegant nude style
The nail set was made with Sens Make Up Top Gel Rose, Highlight
Gel and rosegold beads. (made by Barbara Újvári)

New! Make Up
Top Gel White

New! Make Up
Top Gel Nude

New! Golden
Flake Rose
New! Make Up
Top Gel Rose

New! Golden
Flake Mint

New! Golden
Flake White

2022 Nyár
Fall-Winter
Extra újdonságok
Novelties
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SEN S N OV ELT IE S!

Trendy sparkling
The nail set was made with the new Sens Golden Flake
Base&Builder Gel White and the new Sens Flash ‘3G’ Polish
Flash Grape. (Made by Virág Halász).

Flash ‘3G
Polish’

NEW! SENS FLASH ’3G POLISH’
There are new shades in the Sens 3G FLASH ‘3G Polish’ (gel
polish) family for:
3 unique colors that will shine in the fall-winter season: pinkish nude, which can
be used in endless variations, and soft blue grape, which is suitable for purpleblue lovers. And finally, the most wanted star of the season, the emerald green.
With Flash shades, you will definitely be in the spotlight, its crazy sparkle is like a
diamond. Curing time in UV lamp 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.
4ml –

In sunlight

In bright
light

New!
Flash Nude

New!
New!
Flash Grape Flash Emerald

“I love its sparkle! As a result of different lighting angles, they
always shine differently! They have a lot of possibilities, whether
we use them on the entire surface or decorate with them.”
Barbara Újvári, Sens Ambassador
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SEN S N OV ELT IE S!

New! Flash Grape

New! Flash Nude
New! Flash Emerald

2022 Fall-Winter Novelties
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N OV ELT Y !

Naturally with Rosegold
The nail set was made with the new Xtreme Superior
Builder Gel Milky Rose (Made by Alexa Méhész).

Xtreme
Superior
Builder Gel
Milky Rose

NEW! XTREME SUPERIOR BUILDER GEL MILKY ROSE
The newest member of the popular Superior product line has arrived, in a beautiful
Milky Rose shade! Compared to other Superior gels, the new shade has a much softer,
silkier texture to make the salon work easier. It can also be used perfectly for no-file
techniques. For proper adhesion, first, apply a base gel. It is suitable for filling the
full nail, while the heat generation is extremely low, so there is no burning sensation.
Because of its beautiful pink color, we couldn’t imagine any other packaging than the
brand new, exclusive, and luxury version of the Xtreme Rosegold jar!
Bending time in UV lamp 20-25 seconds, in LED 8-10 seconds.
Complete curing in UV lamp 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.
5ml –

15ml –

50ml –

“I won’t reveal a big secret that in the last 1 year
my guests love the clean and minimal designs.
So far, they really liked the Superior product
line, and I’m sure that they will love the new
natural-looking Milky Rose shade.”

New!
Milky Rose

Dóra Doviscsák, Nail artist, Instagram
influencer
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NEW! ROSEGOLD-SILVER
DESIGN JARS

New!
Xtreme
Superior
Builder Gel
Milky Rose

2022 Fall-Winter Novelties
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N OV ELT IE S!
Resistant, long lasting nails
The nail set was made with the new 2 STEP SmartGummy Base&Builder
Gel Clear and Baby Pink shades and Highlight Gel (Made by Alexa Méhész)

2 STEP
SmartGummy
Base&Builder Gel

NEW! 2 STEP SMARTGUMMY BASE&BUILDER GEL
SMART: gets into place by itself, blends into the surface
GUMMY: because it is flexible, rubbery
BASE&BUILDER: you can use it as a base or refill the nails, create a C-curve but don not use it to build an extension on
form, use instead the Compact product line or the Elasty Hardener Gel or the Sens base&builder product line for that from
our builder gels with brush.
New, innovative Base Gel, characterized by extremely easy spreadability, high flexibility and strong adhesion. The creation of
a smooth surface is easy to create, because this material is easily smooths out and all of the unevenness quickly disappears
from the surface. It holds the C-curve well, meanwhile it does not flow easily in the nail fold, that provides a great help for
those who originally likes to work with medium soft materials. It provides also a fast work flow with only a few corrective
movements necessary. Its flexibility makes this material stand out among all Base Gels, making it extremely resistant, it adapts
to all kinds of movements of the natural nail, so it stands the possible mechanical influences better than its counterparts.
This product’s adhesion is the no.1 of the Base Gels. Available in three colors: Nr0 Clear, Nr1 Baby Pink and Nr3 Milky white.
Curing time in UV lamp 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes
8ml –

“Practically self-made
smooth surface”
Alexandra Méhész, Crystal
Nails Master Educator
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New! Nr0 Clear

New! Nr1 Baby Pink

New! Nr2 Milky
White

New! Nr3 Passion
Red
2022 Fall-Winter Novelties

N OV ELT IE S!
New! Smart
Gummy
Nr3 Passion
Red

New! Smart
Gummy
Nr1 Baby pink

Smart: gets into place by itself, blends into the surface
Gummy: because it is flexible, rubbery
Base&Builde: you can use it as a base
or create a C-curve.

New! Smart
Gummy
Nr2 Milky White

2022 Fall-Winter Novelties

New! Smart
Gummy
Nr0 Clear
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Small flowers on a nude
base
The nail set was made with the new
Correction Gel, the new Sens Golden Flake
Base&Builder Gel White and the Aquarell
Palette - Essential. (Made by Edina Sikari)

Correction
Gel Clear
NEW! CORRECTION GEL CLEAR
A thick, pudding textured material that contains silk fibers, especially for correction.
It has a very special texture, which allows minor repairs, replacements, and even
extensions without a form. Extremely strong, yet flexible material that is durable even
on nail tips. It is available in a transparent version to correct mistakes in the easiest way.
Using this material on the free edges prevents the nail from lifting. The material stays
in place while moving and by pulling the silk fibers, the replacement can be created
step by step, as the structure of the fibers gives extra support, which also stays in place
thanks to its pudding-like texture. Just file the replacement built with this technique
and if necessary, correct it with a drill also from the other side of the nail. It can also be
used to repair the cracks of the nail plate.
Curing time in UV lamp 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes
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“A must have product for correction!”
Alexandra Méhész, Crystal Nails
Master Educator
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5ml –

New! Correction
Gel Clear

New!
Correction Gel
Clear

2022 Fall-Winter Novelties

N OV ELT Y !

Glam
Top Gel
NEW! GLAM TOP GEL
Glam Top Gel, released this year is being expanded with two new
shades for the fall-winter season, which not only brightens up, but
also makes any color special with shining gold and silver flakes.
Brighten up the day and feel the advantages of the opportunities
offered by colors!
In two new shades: Silver and Gold.

New! Glam
Top Gel Silver

4ml –

On white base

On nude base

On black base

New! Gold Glam Top Gel

New! Glam
Top Gel Gold

On white base

On nude base

On black base

New! Silver Glam Top Gel

2022 Fall-Winter Novelties
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Fall trend colors on matt base

N OV ELT IE S!

3

The nail set was made with the new 3S175 Meadow Violet, 3S176 Amazon fallwinter trend colors, decorated with gold transferfoil (Made by Dóra Kesztyűs).

STEP

CrystaLac fall-winter
TREND colors

NEW! 3 STEP CRYSTALAC FALL_WINTER TREND COLORS

Feel the cheerful autumn atmosphere, be seduced by the wildest colors of
the autumn!
The product line has been expanded with powerful, deep-covering, well-pigmented shades:
among others: the eternal love red 3S173 Molten Lava, the deep cyclamen - violet mixture 3S174
Rose Violet, a slightly darker version of this year’s color (Very Peri) 3S175 Meadow Violet and the
trend color of the autumn-winter season, 3S176 Amazon. The red-pink-purple shades reflect the
colors of Indian summer sunsets.
Curing time in UV lamp 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes
4ml –

New! 3S173
Molten Lava

New! 3S174
Rose Violet

New! 3S175
Meadow Violet

8ml –

New! 3S175
Meadow Violet

New! 3S176
Amazon

New! 3S173
Molten Lava

“I’m a great lover of vivid colors and this collection, in which
you can find all of my favourite fall-winter trend color
shades. For me, theese colors are reflecting happyness. I
recommend it for all, who is not satisfied with the usual.”
Anna Zsiros (@nailcoctail, Nail artist, Instagram
influencer)
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N OV ELT IE S!

New! 3S176
Amazon

MANHATTAN STYLE
3 STEP CRYSTALAC KIT
(4X4ML)
We were inspired by the bustle, versatility,
and diversity of big cities. Get out of your
comfort zone and enjoy the sparkling life
of the cities with dynamic colors in form
of these collections. Take the advantage of
possibilities offered by the color selections,
be bold and combine!

New! 3S174
Rose Violet

New! 3S173
Molten Lava

2022 Fall-Winter Novelties

New! 3S174
Rose Violet

New! 3S175
Meadow
Violet

New! 3S176
Amazon
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N OV ELT IE S!

Indian summer on nails
The nail set was made with the new R195 Rose violet and the
R196 Meadow Vioelet and the decoration is the black Art Gel.
(by Viárg Halász)

ROYAL

Gel fall-winter TREND colors
NEW! ROYAL GEL FALL-WINTER TREND COLORS
Be fabulous with the new autumn colors of Royal Gels.
The collection created from complementary colors is excellent even combined with each other. It
offers bold, hot associations in a never boring color blocking style, which catches the eyes every time.
The collection includes a refreshing orange red, the R194 Dragon Fire, a bright rosy purple, the R195
Rose Violet, a powerful purple blue, the R196 Meadow Violet and a wild jungle green shade, the R197
Amazon.
Curing time in UV lamp 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes
4,5ml –

New! R194
Dragon Fire

New! R195
Rose Violet

New! R196
Meadow
Violet

New! R197
Amazon

New! R194
Dragon Fire

“The new Royal Gel colors remind me of a pleasant
autumn walk, so I like to wear these shades on my nails.
Create the atmosphere of late summer on the nails of
your clients.”
Virág Halász, Crystal Nails Master educator
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New! R197
Amazon

MILAN FASHION ROYAL
GEL KIT (4X4 ML)
We were inspired by the bustle, versatility,
and diversity of big cities. Get out of your
comfort zone and enjoy the sparkling life
of the cities with dynamic colors in form
of these collections. Take the advantage of
possibilities offered by the color selections,
be bold and combine!

New! R195
Rose Violet

New! R196
Meadow
Violet

New! R194
Dragon Fire

2022 Fall-Winter Novelties

New! R195
Rose Violet

New! R196
Meadow
Violet

New! R197
Amazon
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N OV ELT Y !

New! MOISTURISING
HAND, FOOT AND BODY
LOTION
NEW! MOISTURISING HAND, FOOT AND BODY LOTION (LIMITED)
Skin care lotion with jojoba oil, cocoa butter, vitamins and extracts of nettle, rosemary and
aloe vera.
Our spring released grape-scented cuticle oil gained so much popularity that we thought it would be great also bring it to
you in form of a lotion this fall. Take care of your whole body with this fascinating Sweet Grape fragrant nourishing cream
which was created from the combination of sweet Mediterranean and blue grape characteristics. This lotion is quickly
absorbed, so you can take your favorite fragrance with not only at home, but also on the go.
Our other novelty is the Spiritual Oud fragrance, created from the combination of oud and incense. Pamper your body
with this sensual fragrance that invites you to explore your soul. It has been proven that incense has a positive effect on
our emotions. Oud is also known as liquid gold, it is one of the most luxurious ingredients in perfumes. Nourishes and
deeply hydrates the skin, pamper your body with it at any time.
30ml –
250ml –

Sweet Grape
18

Spiritual Oud
2022 Fall-Winter Novelties

N OV ELT Y !

LIMITED!
ONLY
NOW

2022 Fall-Winter Novelties
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N OV ELT IE S!
NAIL STICKERS (LIMITED)
This year’s popular nail art theme will also be with us in the fall season in form of
stickers. Create a simply great design with the new patterns! The self-adhesive
Captions stickers are available in bright colors this fall, but you can find also the
colors of the year in them. The Golden art contains the classic autumn colors.
Captions, Golden art –
The beloved water stickers are also coming back! Cut out the pattern, soak it,
and after a few seconds the sticker will peel off the back. Place the sticker on the
stamping head, then put it over the surface of the nail and you’re done!
Pastel visuals, Autumn harvest –

FUSION CLIP FOR REVERSE TIP – CLEAR
A clip developed for holding the Reverse tip. It makes the nail preparation easier, since the
tip does not move from the surface of the nail. Thanks to its clear material, the material
cures perfectly.

XTREME FUSION ACRYLGEL TIPS
Two new shapes have been added to the transparent,
more flexible tips for Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel for the
fall season. A box contains 120 tips in 12 different sizes.
The Reverse Clear Universal Half Tip is a hybrid tip
that you can use to extend the free edges of the nails
by the already known reverse tip technique. It can be
used to create any popular salon shape, such as square,
narrowing square, almond, or oval and you can use a
tip more than once! The tips have an ideal, naturallooking curve.
The Reverse Clear Russian Almond Tip is a popular
shape but you can easily make almond and narrowing
square shapes with it as well. You can use a tip more
than once! The tips have an ideal, natural-looking curve.

Universal Halp Tips 120 pcs
Russian Almond Tips 120 pcs
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SHELL BOX – MONOCHROME, COLORFUL
We made it for you, if you sometimes like to work with larger pieces and other times with smaller
ones. You will find both sizes in this set!
Shell box monochrome –

2 different sizes in 6 compartment

Built-in shell nail art

The nail set was made with Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel
Cover Pink, Glam Glitters and monochrome shell
box. (by Virág Halász)

New Nail Art products in the range of the built in decorations.
Shell box - monochrome : Beautiful monochrome color shells in 6 compartments, in 2 sizes.

Shell box - colorful: 12 types of broken shells in different colors, in 12 compartments.
After using the decoration, the container can be a practical nail art organizing tool.
Shell box colorful –

The box contains
12 colors:

NEW! CUTICLE OIL –
FRESH FIG, SUGAR PINK (LIMITED EDITION)
Cuticle oils are indispensable among the fall-winter products, now we have surprised
you with 2 really special scents. Fresh Fig is a fresh fig fragrance with mediterranean
features. Sugar Pink helps make the salon experience even more complete with its
charmingly sweet scent.
4ml –

2022 Fall-Winter Novelties

Fresh Fig

Sugar Pink
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First
hardcover
Crystal Nails
calendar

CRYSTAL NAILS CALENDARS FOR 2023 ARE AVAILABLE NOW!
Weekly scheduled, 2023 calendar for nail technicians, in three unmistakable designs: marble, floral and
abstract. The covers of the marble and floral calendars are made of super soft leather and the abstract
cover is made of hardcover paper. All of them have a patent lock, a pen holder, and you can also find
some creative images and ideas that you can easily recreate in your salon work. Due to their size, they fit
in most women’s bags, so you can write down your guest’s next appointment at any time. Business cards
and appointment cards can also be stored in its practical inner pockets! Our calendars help you to keep
in mind every important daily issues!
The calendar cover and calendar interior can be purchased separately.
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202 2 Bes t of Cr ys t al Nails & Sens

2022 Best of
Crystal Nails & Sens by Crystal Nails

We’ve collected the most popular products of 2022 spring-summer
that you can also combine with our fall novelties.
Welcome the cooler season with trendy colors.

1 2
345
3 STEP CrystaLac
CONFETTI colors

HARDENER SAND

2022 Best of Crystal Nails & Sens

ONE STEP CrystaLac
SUMMER TRENDcolors

SENS FLAKE DELUXE

SENS FLASH
‘3G’ POLISH
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A R T I CL E FO R PR O FE S SI O N A L S

Problems in the salon let’s correct it!
What do we call nail correction? All the procedures that provide a solution to a specific problem when creating artificial nails
or gel polish by applying extra steps. It’s a multifaceted thing because every client comes to us with different challenges and a
nail technician can never have enough tricks in her knowledge.
The most common cases in which correction must be applied: in the case of a nail falling
downwards, in the case of a twisting nail or the nail runs upwards, if the corner is missing,
the side is missing, or the lateral parallel has been filed under the corner point, when the
nail has broken crosswise, if there is a large separation in the middle, the natural nail and
the material split open in front or if the form simply requires it.
We apply corrections in an extremely diverse way during our work, and professional
preparation is essential for these. On the one hand, technical knowledge is very important,
so: recognizing the situation, understanding the problem, we need to know what led to
its development and in which ways we can handle it. And we must be able to choose the
most appropriate way from among several solutions. Of course, another very important
element of the solution is a comprehensive knowledge of our materials. Fortunately, there
are plenty of materials available to make corrections! It is important to know that the
strongest and most durable materials are the mixtures of liquid and solid ingredients.
Just think of acrylic! We have long considered it the strongest material, but we have other
options beyond that.
In the case of acrylic gels - such as the Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel or the Sens AcrylGel product
line - the mixture of gel and powder ensures outstanding adhesion to the material. In the
case of gel polishes the Sens Base Gel has extra adhesion and this is our strongest liquid
base and builder material since it contains silk fibers, the super properties resulting from
the mixture of the two materials prevail here as well.
Hardener Sand can also be sprinkled or mixed into any sticky Base Gel to create a super
tacky, resistant and hard material. These materials should be used during correction to
solve various problems.
It is not easy to decide when to use which version, and this is exactly what led to the
creation of one of our latest developments, to the Correction Gel. This material can be
used specially for corrections, it is a thick, pudding-like gel which is also full of silk fibers.
The combination of these two ingredients give us a universal solution for all kinds of
situations! The pudding-like texture allows us to work in 3D, so we can apply it either by
pulling it out into the air next to the nail, or by filling it up high on an already curved nail.
The silk threads only strengthen this further, as they can be connected to each other by
almost creating a net to cover a cracked natural nail, or by taking up a larger amount of
material we can close the edge of the nail with an easy movement, or we can replace the
unpleasantly narrowing side of a cube nail. Correction Gel offers us a solution to almost all
of the problems listed above!
Written by Alexandra Méhész
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ARTICLE FOR PROFESSIONALS

THE NAIL INNOVATOR

THE NAIL INNOVATOR

Glow everywhere
in your style!

